During the early modern period Naples was a European centre of learning where a number of scholars engaged with alchemy. Variously perceived as a legitimate scientific practice or as a mendacious trick for gullible minds, alchemy engaged Neapolitan scholars in a dispute that involved members of the clergy. In this article I look at convents as research centres mainly engaged with medical alchemy. Specifically, I reconstruct the activity of the Dominican friar Tommaso d'Eremita. Upon his arrival at the Neapolitan convent of Santa Caterina a Formello in 1609, d'Eremita set up a laboratory where he spent years working on alchemical procedures in order to produce an elixir of life for the benefit of all. Beyond this charitable mission, I also argue that members of religious orders in Naples engaged with alchemy for different purposes. In so doing, I discuss the cases of some members of religious orders in Naples who practised chrysopoeia with the aim of producing artificial noble metals.
Introduction
Apothecary shops were located in various areas of the city centre and were often sited near major hospitals. They sold legally-approved medical remedies such as mixtures, ointments, and cataplasms as well as "all sorts of poisons, arsenic, opium, silver and other forbidden items." 6 In order to prevent the illegal selling of poisonous substances in apothecary shops, between 1581 and 1589 state authorities issued a series of regulations banning apothecaries from selling their products to both untrained apothecaries and people without a medical prescription. The apothecary had to retain these prescriptions, so that he could make them available for state inspections. 7 In May 1615, the city's guild of apothecaries and druggists renewed their charter and founded a charitable organisation for the relief of Naples' poor. The guild's new statutes were also intended to control the proliferation of charlatans selling "illegal mixtures and medicinal recipes" on the city's streets. To protect the guild's professional integrity and stop unscrupulous apothecaries from selling poisonous substances, state authorities also intervened by implementing their right to inspect apothecary shops. Moreover, state authorities established that apothecaries accused of fraud "would have their products burnt outside their shops" with the risk of being imprisoned and banned from the guild. 8 In 1617, the state issued another law against offences committed by apothecaries and doctors. It specified that "apothecaries be banned from dispatching to patients prescriptions which had not been signed by a trained doctor". Those who committed such unlawful practices were to be severely sentenced to "five years on the galleys for both apothecaries and doctors". 9 The guild, which possibly had Saint Aspren as its protector, was attached to the church of San 6 "De Pharmacopolis et Aromatariis" in Nuova Collezione delle Prammatiche del Regno di Napoli (Naples: Stamperia Simoniana, 1805), vol. 12, 201. 7 "De Pharmacopolis et Aromatariis," 205. 8 State Archive Naples (hereafter ASN), B 1196/7, Cappellano Maggiore, "Droghieri e Speziali," 2r -4v. 9 "De Pharmacopolis et Aromatariis, " 207. Maria Massari in the latter's manual on chemistry which was published in Naples. In his verses, the Calabrian friar praised Massari for the publication of a practical text whose aim was to instruct physicians, apothecaries and surgeons on how to learn chemistry. 21 The contents of Bonelli's verses indicate that members of religious orders in Naples were recognised as professional apothecaries. As discussed by Peter Murray Jones elsewhere in this issue, they operated within a tradition dating back to the Middle Ages. Donzelli's support of medical research conducted in convents also indicates that state authorities considered medical recipes produced in religious houses to be ethically prepared and thus of good quality. Moreover, in exercising their profession within the secluded spaces of convents, friar-apothecaries were believed to be removed from the illegal trade of fake remedies and poisonous substances. This reputation as purveyors of reliable medicaments set them apart from certain owners of apothecary shops situated in various city districts who were often accused of selling forbidden medical substances. 22
Mapping the geography of Neapolitan conventual apothecary shops
During the early modern period, Naples was home to some 200 churches and fifty-four convents. 23 In line with their charitable mission, a number of religious orders in the city catered for the spiritual and medical needs of a large segment of Neapolitans living in poverty. Some religious institutions had shops and laboratories where friars worked as theriac in early modern Italy see Valentina Pugliano, "Pharmacy, testing, and the language of truth in Renaissance Italy," Bulletin of the History of Medicine 92 (2017): 266-72. 21 Francesco Maria Massari, Prattica Chimica (Naples: Antonino Gramignani, 1678), Preface. 22 Donzelli, Petitorio Napolitano. 23 A list of churches and convents is in Engenio Caracciolo, Napoli Sacra (Naples: Ottavio Beltrano, 1623); Domenico Antonio Parrino, Napoli. Città Nobilissima, Antica, e Fedelissima (Naples: Parrino, 1700); Giulio Cesare Capaccio, Il Forastiero (Naples: Giovanni Domenico Roncagliolo, 1634). speziali (apothecaries) to prepare medical recipes for the cure of fellow friars and members of the public. 24 At the turn of the seventeenth century there were about twenty apothecary shops located in some of the city's convents. 25 The largest and most important were managed by the Dominicans, Carmelites, Franciscans, Theatines and Jesuits. 26 Religious houses also often hosted hospitals and infirmaries within their premises. An example was the convent attached to the church of Santa Maria La Nova which was home to the Franciscan Order of the Friars Observant, who also managed an infirmary and a shop selling medicines "for the cure of sick people". 27 Moreover, the church of Santa Maria Annuntiata was attached to one of the city's largest hospitals. In its courtyard there was "a large and clean shop managed by an apothecary friar and five assistants". 28 In some contemporary sources it is reported that the church spent "12,000 scudi to keep the shop well-stocked with all medicinal remedies for the hospital patients and staff as well as for the poor of Naples". 29 What is more, the church of Santa Maria del Popolo was attached to a hospital and an apothecary shop that was "well equipped with a variety of simples and other necessary remedies". 30 In the cloister annexed to the church of Santa Maria del Carmine there was also an apothecary shop managed by the Carmelite friars of Naples. 31 Parrino, Napoli. Città Nobilissima, vol. 1, [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] Napoli Sacra, Napoli Sacra, 490. 29 Caracciolo, Napoli Sacra, [398] [399] [400] [401] [402] [403] [404] Napoli Sacra, 186. 31 Caracciolo, Napoli Sacra, 437. Indies". 32 At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the monastery of Santa Maria della Pace opened an apothecary shop which consisted of a large room where medicines were sold, and a smaller room hosting a laboratory equipped with "blades, presses, alembics and other pieces of necessary equipment". 33 Within the complex world of the Neapolitan religious orders, the most famous centre for the production of medical remedies was perhaps that situated in the Dominican convent of Santa Caterina a Formello. As we shall see shortly, the convent was also equipped with a laboratory where alchemy was performed. In his description of this religious house, the Neapolitan historian Engenio Caracciolo stated that Santa Caterina a Formello was worthy of praise both for "its most beautiful cloister and the important library which was instituted for the use of the seventy-nine Dominicans who live there". 34 The library contained a pharmacopoeia to which the friars working in the convent's medical centre had access. 35 A few decades later, Antonio Farina, a foreigner in Naples, visited Santa Caterina a Formello.
In his travel account he wrote that next to the convent's church "there is a beautiful museum and an apothecary shop (spetiaria) full of curiosities, among which one can see natural monstrosities, and two mandrake roots: one male and one female which are worth seeing". 36 In 1609 the convent rose to notoriety when a Dominican friar arrived in Naples from 32 Parrino, Napoli. Città Nobilissima, vol. 1, 208 Tuscany. His name was Donato d'Eremita and his base the medical centre of Santa Caterina a Formello.
Donato d'Eremita's medical research at the convent of Santa Caterina a Formello
Little is known about the Dominican friar Donato d'Eremita. Born in Rocca D'evandro, a village in northern Campania, Donato spent a period in Tuscany where he worked on spagyric remedies under the patronage of Duke Ferdinand II de Medici. 37 In the preface to his Elixir vitae (Naples, 1624), which was dedicated to the duke, Donato praised Ferdinand "for funding the preparation of precious antidotes" and for supporting "a number of artificers and experts of the mysteries of the occult philosophy from whom I have learnt the skills to advance in this profession". 38 The Elixir vitae was the only work published in the friar's lifetime. D'Eremita also wrote Antidotario, a text on the apothecary's art which was printed posthumously. In addition to these texts, he wrote further volumes on distillation and stones which survive in manuscript form. 39 In Naples, d'Eremita acquired fame as "a most erudite figure and an expert in the production of healing remedies". 40 In recognition of his expertise "in the chemical and herbal artˮ, in 1611 the prefect of Santa Caterina a Formello decided to build a new area within the convent in order to allow the friar "to exercise his virtuous 37 Farnese's botanical garden where he was able to admire an example of passiflora (passion flower). This plant had been brought to Italy from the New World and was known for its anaesthetic properties. On his return to Santa Caterina, d'Eremita commissioned a coloured engraving of the passiflora which he donated to Faber to thank him for the hospitality he had received in Rome. 46 Simone Testa, Italian Academies and their Network, 1525 -1700 . From Local to Global (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015 . 46 The Lincean edition of Hernández's work also contains a long section on animals from the New World with a commentary and annotations by Faber. In the chapters devoted to reptiles, Faber discussed the healing properties of theriac which he compared to other remedies used to expel venom from the human body. Interestingly, Faber made a reference to the medicinal properties of aqua vitae which, he noted, "Giambattista [Della] Porta clearly shows in his book on distillationˮ. 50 Here, Faber also referred to d'Eremita's book and his "chemically produced" elixir vitae which was prepared through a long laboratory process involving distillation. Faber praised d'Eremita's elixir for its healing properties and compared it to theriac which "if taken in a small quantity it animates our spirits so that in resisting venom, Herculean forces are regained". 51
The idea that a panacea could be chemically made through a laboratory procedure based on distillation is particularly relevant to our discussion. In his Magia Naturalis, Della Porta explained the process of distilling the quintessence of substances. This was achieved by separating the spiritual essence contained in the grossness of bodies. As Della Porta explained, "by chymical Instrument" the art of distillation "teacheth how to make Spirits, and sublime gross Bodies; and how to condense, and make Spirits become gross bodies: and to draw forth of Plants, Minerals, Stones and Jewels, the Strength of them, that are ... lying, as it were, in their Chests". 52 Here, Della Porta drew on the principle of chemical separation and defined the quintessence as a spirit separated from all forms of impurity existing in the grossness of the elements. This process was at the core of Della Porta's method of producing from corruptionˮ, elixirs were "compounded of many things [...] to be dissolved or liquefied". 53 A mixture of substances, they could only be produced in a laboratory through an alchemical process that involved sublimation, contrition, descension, ascension, extraction, maceration, calcination, heating and distillation.
The latter was the ultimate stage through which the essence of plants, metals, minerals and stones could be obtained. By extracting "the Spirit, being separated from the phlegm [...] [and] run invisible into the Receiver", distillation allowed matter to reach its purest state and thus its highest medical effectiveness. 54 This principle was at the core of a research method that Della Porta also discussed in De distillatione. 55 De Distillatione, ut auri, argenti, et caeterorum Mineraliu[m], ut Sulphuris, Arsenici, Salis, Chalcanthi, & Halinitri. Secunda gemmarum...tertia plantarum." being produced in many places", a universal antidote had finally been manufactured. 57 The dedicatory verses contained in the Elixir were also a recognition of the friar's importance within the city's academic milieu. 58 As d'Eremita stated in his book, he had shared his laboratory research with a number of "most excellent philosophers and doctors". In the third chapter of the Elixir, for instance, the Dominican friar recounted that he had invited Giambattista Della Porta, Nicola Antonio Stigliola and Vincenzo Forte (spagyric to Philip IV of Spain) and others to his laboratory. Here, d'Eremita showed them the properties of his elixir which "is widely used by scholars and excellent doctors to heal all kinds of disease". 59
In presenting to the reader the properties of his prodigious medicine, d'Eremita showed a deep knowledge of alchemical terminology. Interestingly, he variously named his medical remedy as "Celestial water, the star of Diana, quintessence, celestial power of spirit, soul and Aether." D'Eremita also defined his elixir as "vegetable Mercury, the gold costume of a youth, a marriage of the male and female that gives birth to a new life and the philosopher's key that opens the way for the elixir to penetrate and heal the human body". 60 Through a complex laboratory procedure aimed at purifying substances in order to extract their healing properties, d'Eremita conceived alchemy as a tool through which it was possible to merge botanical knowledge with the study of chemicals and minerals for medical purposes.
As I shall discuss in the next section, the friar's knowledge of alchemical practices played a central role in the preparation of his universal medicine. In the opening chapter of his book, d'Eremita informed the reader of both the function and composition of his medicine. A powerful mixture of "stones, minerals, herbs, plants and other similar things", the elixir was, the friar claimed, also intended to help people fulfil their desire for self-preservation. 61 To acquire the medical knowledge required for such an endeavour, d'Eremita relied upon a large corpus of source material. This ranged from the writings of Galen to those of Paracelsus and, more recently, those of Imperato and Della Porta. In explaining the healing properties of his aqua vitae (the base of the elixir), d'Eremita incorporated Arnald of Villanova's treatise on wine and "Theophrastus" discussion on the virtues of this substance. He also looked at "Jean de Roquetaillade's Liber de consideratione quintae essentiae [...] and many others who have written that quintessence of wine has wonderful effects to cure all diseases". 62 Believed to be one of the most powerful medical substances in nature, quintessence could only be produced through artificial extraction. Here d'Eremita distanced himself from the method used by traditional semplicisti (herbalists) "who make use of the curative properties of plants by extracting their essence and preparing decoctions". 63 Instead, he took inspiration from Della Porta's work and considered distillation to be the most effective method to extract quintessence "which is a living spirit and an invisible virtue that resides in natural substances [...] but that reaches its highest degree of medical effectiveness in wine". 64 extract the occult properties of natural substances and the healing power they carried. 65 Distillation played a central role in this process for it enabled transmutation to reach its highest degree of purity. In this context, d'Eremita's ideas were, in a way, similar to Paracelsian alchemy. 66 In explaining the process of extracting aqua vitae, d'Eremita gave an account of the different methods other scholars had used to practise distillation. Here, for instance, he referred to Christopher of Paris, Girolamo Cardano, Arnald of Villanova Nova, Jean de Roquetaillade and "many other chemist authors who have used distillation to produce medical remedies". 67 D'Eremita devoted a long section of his Elixir to an examination of the various stages of distillation. He even asserted that through this laboratory process human intervention could supersede nature. This was possible, d'Eremita explained, as "the artificial heat of distillation enables the practitioner to separate the grossness from the essence in shorter time. Purification is then achieved by extracting a specific form, which is almost divine, and its virtues". 68 To perfect the healing properties of quintessence, d'Eremita also believed that it was necessary to extract the saline active substance contained in aqua vitae. 69 Moreover, the friar claimed to have found a method "to make aqua vitae able to dissolve not only simples but also calcined gold and silver so as to reduce them to oil". This was, he added, achievable only by modifying the stages of the distillation process.
Searching for the essence: the making of the elixir of life
Stating that the traditional process of "repeated distillation" delayed the extraction of quintessence, d'Eremita claimed to have found a "cheaper, easier, quicker and more efficient method to produce aqua vitae". 70 Here the friar explained that he had originally equipped his laboratory with five alembics (each with their own degrees of heat) used in the distillation process. In order to perfect the process of purifying aqua vitae, d'Eremita claimed to have invented a laboratory device containing a sixth alembic "which is considered to be more noble ... and easier to use". 71 [See Figure 6 , vessel H at end of document] The sixth alembic, d'Eremita explained, "will allow a moderate passage of the vaporous spirit so that its most perfect and purest part will transcend in the last recipient H, and distilled just once [...] this method has been personally put in place and it has proved to be the easiest, the shortest and the cheapest for our work and for any other work that the artificer may wish to carry out in order to produce the perfect aqua vita." 72 The crystalline water produced through this perfected distillation process had the power to extract the occult virtues of plants, minerals or indeed any other natural substance. 73 Drawing from Aristotle's principle that within each category of elements in nature only one carries perfection, d'Eremita defined his elixir as perfect, pure, incorruptible and indissoluble, and hence a remedy "that supersedes all medicines produced for the preservation of the body". 74 D'Eremita believed that his Elixir embraced within itself an untouchable and invisible ethereal spirit. Through a process of separation, reunification, purification, and finally distillation, a sublimated essence "is made to appear as a liquid that ... in antipathy with a diseased humour it drives it away like an enemy." 75
Vases, alembics, retorts and furnaces: the iconography of d'Eremita's laboratory
Besides d'Eremita's discussion of a perfected distillation process, perhaps the best record of the friar's engagement with alchemy is provided by the iconographical section contained in the Elixir. After having presented the properties of his medicine and the method used to produce it, d'Eremita accompanied his text with a series of images representing the furnaces, vessels, and alembics displayed in his conventual laboratory so that "one can see the number Whether realistic or fanciful, these images offer a glimpse into the world in which the friar worked and networked. In that sense, the type of images contained in d'Eremita's book challenge the idea that early modern European alchemical laboratories were secretive spaces. 80 On the contrary, the images contained in the Elixir can be interpreted both as a form of self-visibility and as an ideological statement of the role of Neapolitan religious orders as research centres that operated in dialogue with the city's milieu and thus participated in the dissemination of scientific knowledge. Moreover, the image that represents d'Eremita as a Dominican, a practitioner and a member of the Neapolitan intellectual elite showing his panacea to a group of male scholars, including Della Porta, can also be interpreted as a statement portraying religious orders as receptive rather than enclosed communities which encouraged erudite friars to conduct research whilst opening the doors of convents to philosophers, practitioners and academicians. The plates of passiflora that d'Eremita medicines. 83 Milano was not the only unscrupulous friar to have deviated from the religious values of those who, like Donato d'Eremita, had spent their life serving God and the community.
Pushing boundaries: religious orders and forbidden alchemy
Although a number of friars practised alchemy for medical purposes in early modern Naples their activities were viewed with hostility by different groups within the clergy. Their concerned were not unfounded. As I shall discuss in the next pages, for some members of religious orders in Naples alchemy was a tool to achieve aims that did not necessarily conform to religious orthodoxy or indeed secular law.
In a speech delivered at the Oziosi academy in Naples, Francesco De Pietri defined alchemy as an altera chimera (pretentious chimera). Relying upon the authority of Gregorius Magnus, De Pietri stated that anyone who believed that transformation in nature is possible through human intervention "is an infidel and worse still a pagan". 84 Directed at those "smoky and miserable" alchemists who practised chrysopoeia, De Pietri's attack on what he defined as a false art was indicative of a wider debate that condemned the transmutation of metals as a fraudulent practice.
The boundaries between religious and lay circles were often blurred and members of monastic orders frequently associated with philosophers and men of letters in a mutually shared space. As we have seen, the number of medical centres based in convents allowed members of the clergy to have access to libraries and scientific equipment which in turn enabled them to produce medical remedies. Moreover, convents often functioned as gathering 83 Idem. 84 Francesco De Pietri, I Problemi Accademici (Naples: Francesco Savio, 1642), 17: "infedelis est, et pagano deterior." spaces where groups from different backgrounds could conduct experiments and engage in alchemical practices. Within religious orders, alchemy was mainly employed for medical purposes. However, beyond this charitable tradition, some friars and members of the clergy also became involved in alchemical practices of a profane and less charitable nature. These included experiments concerning the transmutation of metals, designed to produce false silver and gold. In 1590, for instance, the central civil and criminal court of Naples, known as Vicaria, condemned a certain Abbot Flochari for "practising alchemy in his house with the aim of producing adulterated metal". Rather than seeking to produce real silver by alchemical means, his goal was to obtain false silver by mixing tin and antimony so as "to forge money which was then circulated in the city causing the ruin of many households". 85
The transmutation of metals was also practised by members of the clergy with the aim of generating or obtaining purified gold. In 1664, Gioseffo Marini, a priest and doctor in philosophy and theology, published Breve tesoro alchimistico which contains accounts of alchemical experiments conducted in Naples. 86 Some involved clergymen experimenting with the transmutation of metals. Praising the art of "the true alchemists who imitate nature by manipulating substances with admirable results", Marini recounted that Cardinal Francesco Boncompagni, Archbishop of Naples between 1626 and 1644 and a famous collector of gems, conducted an alchemical experiment in order to generate pure gold. 87
The experiment possibly took place in a laboratory, because it involved luting and the use of both crucibles and a furnace. According to Marini's account, the cardinal mixed together gold, copper, cupelled mercury, borax, ammonium chloride, and powdered coal in a crucible which was then sealed with lute. Through a process of amalgamation and heating, 85 Toppi, Biblioteca Napoletana, 385-6. 86 Gioseffo Marini, Breve Tesoro Alchimistico (Venice: Camillo Bortoli, 1664) . 87 For a biographical account of Francesco Boncompagni see Umberto Coldagelli, "Francesco Boncompagni" in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani (hereafter DBI), vol. 11, 1969 , (available on http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/francesco-boncompagni_(Dizionario-Biografico)/). "the most noble metal purified itself finally turning into twenty-two carat gold". 88 Marini also recounted a second experiment that cardinal Boncompagni conducted, this time to produce false silver. The process involved the amalgamation of tin with white tartar, ammoniac salt and other ingredients. This mixture was then heated, melted, and skimmed. Reduced to powder, the compound was subsequently mixed with tartar and then melted with ammoniac salt and iron. The final result was a "white and hard metallic substance which looked like pure silver". 89 But the falsification of metals was also achieved by using the properties of some plants which, Marini recalled, had been discovered by some "brave alchemists in their experiments with wonderful results". 90 Here Marini referred to the Neapolitan Theatine friar Giovanni Battista Caracciolo, a respected theologian who wrote books of sermons and texts on Christian conduct. He was also appointed as Superior at the Church of St Paul of Naples around 1654. 91 In 1653, Caracciolo published a book instructing "the temperate man" on mortification and modesty. 92 In the section devoted to "subduing one's curiosity", the Theatine friar attacked the "immodest desire for scientific curiosity and experimentation". In condemning the vacuity of judicial astrology, chiromancy and metoposcopy, Caracciolo also railed against "the groundless knowledge of alchemists and chemists". 93 Labelling them charlatans, he stated that alchemists appeared dirty and emaciated "because they were 88 Marini, Breve Tesoro Alchimistico, Breve Tesoro Alchimistico, [65] [66] [67] 'interno, quanto nell'esterno Dell'Huomo Temperato (Naples: Camillo Cavallo, 1653) , Preface. 93 Caracciolo, Della Mortificatione, 190. relentlessly exposed to smoke and fire, silver, arsenic, and the smell of charcoal". 94 Alchemy was, he concluded, ultimately "a sacrilegious and vain art". 95 Beyond the censored world of religious printed propaganda, however, Caracciolo showed a different attitude towards alchemy. Described by Marini as a skilled practitioner, he indeed experimented with metals and plants. Marini also described him as the discoverer of some virtues of plants and minerals which the friar allegedly disclosed during his alchemical experiments. Specifically, Marini recounted three experiments conducted by Caracciolo with the aim of freezing mercury and producing false gold and silver. The method used in these experiments involved the use of vegetal substances in the form of powder or liquid extract to be mixed with mercury through a process involving heating and amalgamation. To falsify gold and silver, Caracciolo again relied on a mixture of powdered plants and oil of putrefied worms to be heated with tin and iron in order to generate "a kind of matter that looks like gold or silver". 96
The cases of Boncompagni and Caracciolo show that, away from the public eye and beyond the publicly visible work of medical alchemy, high-ranking clergymen and members of the religious orders were fascinated by the other possibilities alchemy had to offer.
Boncompagni and Caracciolo's familiarity with laboratory procedures such as elaboration, distillation, dealbation of minerals, heating, contrition, and liquefaction, to name but a few, also tells us that in Naples a variety of alchemical practices were performed. As Cardinal Boncompagni "successfully" experienced, alchemy had the power to fulfil an ultimate dream: generate pure gold through human intervention. In the case of Caracciolo, alchemy proved to be equally effective in producing fake precious metals. As analysed by Neil Tarrant in his contribution to this issue, in at least some Thomistic and Augustinian traditions natural 94 Caracciolo, Della Mortificatione, 191. 95 Caracciolo, Della Mortificatione, 192. 96 Marini, Breve Tesoro Alchimistico, [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] alchemy -including chrysopoeia -was considered to be a legitimate art so long as its practitioners did not resort to the invocation of demons. Hence, although by the sixteenth century the practice of gold-making was strongly condemned as a sophistic and fraudulent art in Civil and Canonical law, it was not necessarily regarded as heretical. 97 In other words, the debate on the legitimacy of alchemy centred on human manipulation of nature rather than the practice of transmuting metals.
Within the Church the experiments conducted by Cardinal Boncompagni and friar
Caracciolo pushed the boundaries of orthodox alchemy. Their interest in conducting experiments aimed at producing fake metals or purer forms of gold also tells us that within Neapolitan religious circles alchemy developed through different pathways. In this context, affluent private houses and the protected walls of some Neapolitan convents became venues where members of religious orders practised chrysopoeia. As we have seen, figures like Abbot Flochari, Cardinal Boncompagni and friar Caracciolo saw in alchemy a tool for financial gain or simply a fascinating game for which they were all prepared to circumvent the divine order of nature. Conversely, for figures like friar d'Eremita alchemy was an instrument through which God had enabled pious practitioners to disclose the occult properties of nature with the aim of alleviating human sufferings. This essay has analysed the development of alchemy in early modern Neapolitan religious orders. In a city that was one of the leading centres of learning in early modern Europe, some convents became known as research centres where alchemical experimentation was conducted. The brief overview of the number of facilities available in certain Neapolitan convents has shown that friars had access to libraries and well-equipped laboratories. The milieu that flourished in the convent of Santa Caterina a Formello, for instance, also indicates that friars did not work in isolation. As we have seen, figures such as Friar Donato d'Eremita were admitted to important academies of science and networked with scholars such as Della Porta and Imperato who had both facilitated the Neapolitan circulation of Paracelsian ideas. It is also well known that Della Porta's research had been often impeded by close inspection by the Roman Inquisition. D'Eremita's studies on disciplines such as botany, mineralogy, metallurgy, and gemmology were also paired with an empirical approach that centralised the role of alchemical experimentation for medical purposes. As we have seen, the friar worked assiduously on improving the distillation process in order to perfect his elixir for the benefit of all. Analysed from this angle, d'Eremita's case can therefore be located within a wider trend in early modern European alchemical research that, as recently analysed by William Newman and Lawrence Principe, merged the medieval alchemical tradition with the iatrochemistry of Paracelsus and his followers. 98 Conversely, the case studies analysed in this essay have shown that in Naples religious orders did not look at alchemy from a common angle and with a common aim. The stories of Abbot Flocari, Cardinal Boncompagni and friar Caracciolo have highlighted that some members of Neapolitan religious orders engaged with alchemy for reasons that were far from having a religious intent. The relative freedom that some clergymen enjoyed in conducting alchemical experiments concerned with chrysopoeia also raises questions on the 98 William R. Newman and Lawrence M. Principe eds., Alchemy tried in the fire: Starkey, Boyle, and the fate of Helmontian Chymistry (Chicago and London: Chicago University Press, 2014), 38. extent to which central ecclesiastical authorities exercised stringent control on the life of religious orders.
Conclusion
Beyond their noble or profane ends, however, some Neapolitan clergymen became expert practitioners in the alchemical art. In this context, their research contributed -perhaps unsurprisingly -to the European development of pharmaceutical research. As we have seen, some friar-practitioners also benefitted from the financial support available within their convents. For examples, with the money he received from the prior of Santa Caterina a Formello, d'Eremita was able to set up an important museum, acquire a large number of books, and enlarge the convent's herb garden with species from the New World. Moreover, d'Eremita established a well-equipped laboratory that enabled him to conduct alchemical experiments in order to produce the perfect elixir of life. D'Eremita's commitment to research also made him one of the most important practitioners of his time. Yet his deep knowledge was the cause of his death. Whether a natural or chemically prepared substance, it is not unreasonable to suggest that friar d'Eremita took from the laboratory where he had worked strenuously to produce an antidote for longevity the substance that, in the isolation of his prison, he swallowed to end his life. 
